Bourbaki, Nicolas

The first seven chapters of N. Bourbaki’s “Commutative algebra”, which numbers among the later volumes within the entire series “Elements of mathematics”, have appeared between 1961 and 1965. Two more chapters (chapter 8 and 9) were then added in 1983 (Zbl 0579.13001). Ever since its first appearance, this volume has been considered one of the most complete, systematic and elegant reference books on modern commutative algebra. Without any doubt, this prominent role of Bourbaki’s “Commutative algebra” is wholly persisting, up to these days.

The English translation of the French original was made available in 1972 (Zbl 0279.13001). The present edition of N. Bourbaki’s “Commutative algebra. Chapters 1-7” is the accurate reprint of this first and only English translation in softcover form. Having been sold out for the past few years, yet being subject to undiminishedly strong demand, this outstanding reference book is now purchasable again, this time even so as a much less expensive softcover.
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